Seven Secrets to Success in Ballet!

Do Not Ruin Your Career By Ignoring the Right Mental Approach

It is much easier than you think....

Odette is always here to guide you.

Her site encourages 'user-generated content'... In other words you can always have you say about her 7 secrets, or any ballet topic, or ask any questions.

GO here to post questions or make a comment

She is here to help you become the dancer you want to be. No matter what level of training you are at, she will always be there to answer your questions...

What Ruins Most Dancers?
Most trainee dancers ultimately fail... WHY?
Check out you know the 3 physical secrets here... (you probably already know them!)

This page holds a lot of valuable information. When you look at it, it may seem unachievable or too much to take in all at once. However, if you can grasp these seven secrets then, I can assure you, it will make a positively big difference to your whole approach to ballet.
Dancers have to love what they do. No one can teach someone to dance with soul and spirit. The passion has to come from within.

There are many skills to becoming a successful dancer. What I'm about to reveal will help you to become not only successful in dancing, but successful in everyday life.

Firstly, knowing what you can and cannot control is one of the skills to a successful dancer. There are some things in life we cannot control, it's the way we have to live.

E.g. You can't control other peoples opinions, you can't change what other people think of you.

Other things in life you can control. E.g. How much work and effort you put into something.

To learn what you can and cannot control in life, will get you very far. It's never worth getting distressed about those things you cannot change.

Here are Odette's

Seven Secrets to Mental Success in Ballet:-

1. Dedication

*Plant trust and grow credibility*

Being a dancer is harder than you would imagine. It's a tough world and therefore, you have to love every second of what you are doing. The passion can't come from anywhere else than from within.

Showing that you are dedicated will gain trust from others. This recognition of trust will lead to great things. Just when you think no one is watching, someone will see the dedication and reward you.

E.g. Odette worked very hard and was committed to her studies. Someone noticed this and therefore, she became Head Girl.
2. Don't hold back

*A ship is safe in harbor, but that's not what ships are for*

Don't get in the comfort zone; always keep striving for more. Don't wait to get noticed, be brave and get out here.

E.g In a ballet class or audition, show the teacher you are eager. Don't stand in the back corner, be daring.

3. Be strong-minded

*If your ship doesn't come in, swim out to it*

Nothing is easy. Nothing is given to you on a plate. Dancers have to be strong and work for what they want.

If you get knocked back, stand up on your feet feet and fight back.

E.g If you don't get the role that you wanted, don't give up. Work on what you need to improve and you will get noticed.

4. Be determined

*Problems are your opportunities*

When one door closes, another door opens.

Never give up. Even when you feel as if you cannot go on any longer, determination will take you a long way.

Problems are things which you can control. You can make them more difficult, or you can deal with them.

For example, injuries - the infuriating thing which is prone to every dancer. An injury to the foot can mean the end of world for a dancer. Or, it could mean they have a chance to focus on other things.
Use everyday as a learning experience and don't waste a second. Being injured can be one of the most educational periods of your life. You can gain so much more knowledge to take forward with your dancing.

5. Believe in yourself

*In order to be walked on, you have to be lying down*

Believe in your own ability. Don't let other people crush you down.

The ballet world is full of competitive people but you can't let anyone affect you.

Top dancers are always strong and believe in their own ability, no matter what.
E.g. If a ballet teacher, director or choreographer is shouting at you, never take it personally. It can often be just a test to see how you react under pressure.

If you really believe in yourself, you'll have the strength to accept what they're saying and move on.

6. Don't Compare yourself to others

*Go where there is no path and leave a trail*

Be the dancer who you want to be.

Only ever be yourself. Top dancers have to be unique individuals.

For example, in an audition or a ballet class, you might notice a dancer who is much more flexible than you or has better jump. Don't compare yourself to them.

Everyone shines in different things so go out there and show them what you are good at.

7. Never expect anything

*Understand how people understand*
Never have a feeling of entitlement. Never feel as if you are owed anything, be happy with what you have got already.

Accept other people's opinions. Be aware that everyone's opinions count to make you a better dancer. Even if you don't agree with what they are saying, try to understand the path that led them to their opinion.

What Ruins Most Dancers?
Most trainee dancers ultimately fail... WHY?
Check out you know the 3 physical secrets here... (you probably already know them!)

....and remember this postscript

Live every day as if it were your last dance because the ballet world is highly unpredictable

However.... With these Seven Secrets, you have all you need to have a long and prosperous career and you are sure to become the best dancer you can be. And don't forget...

You are only as good as your last performance.

Odette
**Odette's Promise:**

*I will do my best to give you guidance in the most understandable and attainable way.*

You can talk to me and ask me questions (go to my [Ballet Guide Blog](#) here for exactly how).

**Welcome and contact me anytime.**

Keep this guide website bookmarked and share with your friends. Classical dancing can sometimes be a harsh world.

You may need a friend to turn to when you can't turn to your other friends. Odette will always be there for you.

DO NOT lose this one in a million Guide.

---

**The Circle of Sharing**

All the pages on this site have a 'share this page' invitation to buzz the popular social bookmarking sites of Google, Yahoo Buzz, Facebook, Stumbleupon, My Space, Technorati and del.icio.us etc (look below the navigation bar, or scroll to the bottom of any page and you will find the link buttons).

If you agree that this free learning center is a unique and valuable resource -- then **click it forward!! -- pass it on to your favorite network.**

In return, I will continue to share useful information with you for free.

**Together, we can complete the Circle of Sharing!**
Team Odette!
Team up with Odette!

History of Ballet - The Magic and Secrets Revealed!
History of Ballet can sometimes appear over complicated. On this site it's simple and easy to read.

Ballet Dancers - The Reality of the Ruthless World
Ballet dancers have a demanding life which the outside world don't always see. Find out here how you get to the top.

Ballet Positions - The Essential Basics of Ballet
There are certain ballet positions every dancer needs to hold on to. Find out here the most important positions dancers needs to know!

Ballet Pointe Shoes - All You'll Ever Need To Know!
Ballet Pointe Shoes are things a ballerina could not live without. Let me reveal the top tips on how to manage your pointe shoes.

Ballet Terms - Simple, Easy and Clear!
Here is an A to Z glossary of ballet terms. It's all you'll ever need to know!

Ballet Costumes - From Bulky Peticoats to Dazzling Dresses!
See how dancers removed their bulky ballet costumes to create elegant ensembles.

Ballet Leotards - Find The One That Suits You Best!
Which ballet leotards are right for you? Find out here the leotard that will suit you.

Ballet Tutus - The Excitement and Magic!
Ballet Tutus are what you see every ballerina wearing. Find out about all the different types of styles here!

Ballet Stories - The Secret to a Magical Myth
Ballet Stories are full of magic. Yet what is it that makes the story so special? Find out here how the stories are brought life and familiarize yourself with traditional myths.

Ballet Dance Performance Reviews
Ballet dance performance reviews written by site visitors. Join in and publish
your own! Be a published writer!

**Odette's Ballet Dancers Blog**
You will always be up to date if you subscribe to Odette's Ballet Dancers Blog. Don't miss out!

**Contact Form - Ballet Dancers Guide**
Odette will always be there for you - Welcome!

**Ballet Dictionary - Simple, Easy and Clear!**
Here is an A to Z ballet dictionary. It's all you'll ever need to know!

**Sleeping Beauty Ballet - The Magical Fairy Tale**
Sleeping Beauty Ballet is a traditional fairy tale. This enchanting story which will be sure to leave you smiling!

---

**Share this page:**

Enjoy this page? Please pay it forward. Here's how...

1. Click on the HTML link code below.
2. Copy and paste it, adding a note of your own, into your blog, a Web page, forums, a blog comment, your Facebook account, or anywhere that someone would find this page valuable.


---
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